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Abstract

The goal of the present paper is to prove that if a weak limit of a consis-
tent approximation scheme of compressible complete Euler system in the full
space Rd, d = 2, 3 is a weak solution of the system then eventually the ap-
proximate solutions converge strongly in suitable norms locally under a min-
imal assumption on the initial data of the approximate solutions. The class
of consistent approximate solutions is quite general including the vanishing
viscosity and heat conductivity limit. In particular, they may not satisfy the
minimal principle for entropy.
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1 Introduction

We consider the complete Euler system in the physical space R
d with d = 2, 3,

where the word complete means that the system follows the fundamental laws of
thermodynamics. The complete Euler system describes the time evolution of the
density ̺ = ̺(t, x), the momentum m = m(t, x) and the energy e = e(t, x) of a
compressible inviscid fluid in the space time cylinder QT = (0, T)× Rd:

• Conservation of Mass:

∂t̺ + divxm = 0. (1.1)

• Conservation of Momentum:

∂tm + divx

(
m ⊗ m

̺

)
+∇x p = 0. (1.2)
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• Conservation of energy:

∂te + divx

[
(e + p)

m

̺

]
= 0. (1.3)

Here, p is the pressure related to ̺, m, e through some suitable equation of state.

Remark 1.1. The total energy e of the fluid

e =
1

2

|m|2
̺

+ ̺e,

consists of the kinetic energy 1
2
|m|2

̺ and the internal energy ̺e.

• Thermal equation of state: We introduce the absolute temperature ϑ. The
equation of state is given by Boyle-Mariotte law, i.e.

e = cvϑ, cv =
1

γ − 1
, where γ > 1 is the adiabatic constant. (1.4)

The relation between pressure p and absolute temperature ϑ reads as

p = ̺ϑ.

Remark 1.2. As a simple consequence of the previous discussion we have

(γ − 1)̺e = p.

The second law of thermodynamics is enforced through the entropy balance equa-
tion.

• Entropy equation:

∂t(̺s) + divx(sm) = 0, (1.5)

where the entropy is s. For smooth solutions, the entropy equations (1.5) can
be derived directly from the existing field equations. The entropy in terms of
the standard variables takes the form:

s(̺, ϑ) = log(ϑcv)− log(̺).

Remark 1.3. Now with the introduction of the total entropy S by S = ̺s we
rephrase (1.5) as

∂tS + divx

(
S

m

̺

)
= 0.
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The total entropy helps us to rewrite the pressure p and e in terms of ̺ and S as

p = p(̺, S) = ̺γ exp

(
S

cv̺

)
, e = e(̺, S) =

1

γ − 1
̺γ−1 exp

(
S

cv̺

)
.

The advantage of the above way of writing is that (̺, S) 7→ ̺γ exp

(
S

cv̺

)
is a

strictly convex function in the domain of positivity, meaning at points, where it is
finite and positive. A detailed proof can be found in Breit, Feireisl and Hofmanová
[5]. Let us complete the formulation of the complete Euler system by imposing the
initial and far-field conditions:

• Initial data: The initial state of the fluid is given through the conditions

̺(0, ·) = ̺0, m(0, ·) = m0, S(0, ·) = S0. (1.6)

• Far field condition: We introduce the far field condition as,

̺ → ̺∞, m → m∞, S → S∞ as |x| → ∞, (1.7)

with ̺∞ > 0, m∞ ∈ Rd and S∞ ∈ R.

There are many results concerning the mathematical theory of the complete
Euler system. It is known that the initial value problem is well posed locally in
time in the class of smooth solutions, see e.g. the monograph by Majda[21] or
the recent monograph by Benzoni–Gavage and Serre [4]. In Smoller[22], it has
been observed that a smooth solution develops singularity in a finite time. Thus
it is adequate to consider a more general class of weak (distributional) solutions
to study the global in time behavior. However, uniqueness may be lost in a larger
class of solutions.

Since our interest is in weak or dissipative solutions of the system, we relax the
entropy balance to inequality,

∂tS + divx

(
S

m

̺

)
≥ 0, (1.8)

that is a physically relevant admissibility criteria for weak solutions. The adapta-
tion of the method of convex integration in the context of incompressible fluids by
De Lellis and Székelyhidi [13] leads to ill-posedness of several problems in fluid
mechanics also in the class of compressible barotropic fluids, see Chiodaroli and
Kreml [11], Chiodaroli, De Lellis and Kreml [8] and Chiodaroli et al. [12]. The
results by Chiodaroli, Feireisl and Kreml[10] indicate that initial-boundary value
problem for the complete Euler system admits infinitely many weak solutions on
a given time interval (0, T) for a large class of initial data. In [19], Feireisl et al.
show that complete Euler system is ill-posed and these solutions satisfy the en-
tropy inequality (1.8). Chiodaroli, Feireisl and Flandoli in [9] obtain the similar
result for the complete Euler system driven by multiplicative white noise. Most
of these results, based on the application of the method of convex integration, are
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non–constructive and use the fact that the constraints imposed by the Euler sys-
tem on the class of weak solutions allow for oscillations. It is therefore of interest
to see if solutions of the Euler system can be obtained as a weak limit of a suitable
approximate sequence. It is our goal to show that it is in fact not the case, at least
in the geometry of the full space Rd.

In the particular case of constant entropy, the complete Euler system reduces to
its isentropic (or in a more general setting barotropic) version, where the pressure
depends solely on the density. Compressible barotropic Euler system is expected
to describe the vanishing viscosity limit of the compressible barotropic Navier-
Stokes system. If compressible barotropic Euler system admits a smooth solution,
the unconditional convergence of vanishing viscosity limit has been established by
Sueur[23]. Very recently Basarić [3] identified the vanishing viscosity limit of the
Navier-Stokes system with a measure valued solution of the barotropic Euler sys-
tem for the unbounded domains. In [18], Feireisl and Hofmanová have established
that in the whole space the vanishing viscosity limit of the barotropic system either
converges strongly or its weak limit is not a weak solution for the corresponding
barotropic Euler system.

In this article we are interested in the complete Euler system. Feireisl in [16]
showed that vanishing viscosity limit of the Navier-Stokes-Fourier system in the
class of general weak solutions yields the complete Euler system, provided the
later admits smooth solution in bounded domain. Wang and Zhu [24] establish a
similar result in bounded domain with no-slip boundary condition.

Approximate solutions can be viewed as some numerical approximation of the
complete Euler system. Here we consider a more general class of approximate so-
lutions, namely consistent approximate solutions, drawing inspiration from Diperna
and Majda [14]. Another example of such approximate problem may be derived
from two models, Navier-Stokes-Fourier system and Brenner’s Model. A discus-
sion about these models have been presented in Březina and Feireisl [7].

The consistent approximations typically generate the so–called measure–valued
solutions. For the complete Euler system existence of measure valued solutions
has been proved by Březina and Feireisl [6], [7] with the help of Young measures.
Later in [5], Breit, Feireisl and Hofmanová define dissipative solutions for the same
system, by modifying the measure-valued solutions suitably.

Our main goal is to show that in Rd with d = 2, 3, if approximate solutions con-
verge weakly to a weak solution of complete Euler system then the convergence
will be point-wise almost everywhere. In certain cases we can further establish
that the convergence is strong too. Some approximate solutions obtained from the
Brenner’s model satisfy the minimal principle for entropy i.e. if the initial entropy
sn(0, ·) ≥ so in Rd for some constant s0, then

sn(t, x) ≥ s0

for a.e. (t, x) ∈ (0, T)× Rd. Meanwhile this principle is unavailable for approx-
imate solutions obtained from Navier-Stokes-Fourier system. In this paper we
consider both type of approximate solutions. As we shall see, the lack of the en-
tropy minimum principle will considerably weaken the available uniform bounds
on the approximate sequence. Still we are able to establish strong a.e. convergence.
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Another important feature of our result is that we only assume the initial energy
is bounded and the initial data for density converges weakly. Indeed Feireisl and
Hofmanová [18] observed that if the initial energy converges strongly then similar
result can be obtained.

Our plan for the paper is:

1. In Section 2, we recall the definition of weak solutions of the complete Euler
system.

2. In Section 3, we state the approximate problems and main theorems.

3. In Section 4, few important results have been stated and proved.

4. In Section 5, we provide the proof of the theorem when approximate solu-
tions satisfy entropy inequality only.

5. In Section 6, we deal with the renormalized entropy inequality and prove the
desired result.

2 Preliminaries

We introduce few standard notations.

2.1 Notation

The space C0(R
d) is the closure under the supremum norm of compactly sup-

ported, continuous functions on R
d , that is the set of continuous functions on R

d

vanishing at infinity. By M(Rd) we denote the dual space of C0(R
d) consisting

of signed Radon measures with finite mass equipped with the dual norm of total
variation.

The symbol M+(Rd) denotes the cone of non-negative Radon measures on
Rd and P(Rd) indicates the space of probability measures, i.e. for ν ∈ P(Rd) ⊂
M+(Rd) we have ν[Rd] = 1. The symbol M(Rd; Rd) means the space of vec-
tor valued finite signed Radon measures and M+(Rd; Rd×d

sym) denotes the space
of symmetric positive semidefinite matrix valued finite signed Radon measures,
meaning ν : (ξ ⊗ ξ) ∈ M+(Rd) for any ξ ∈ Rd.

For T > 0, we denote the space of essentially bounded weak(*) measurable
functions from (0, T) to M(Rd) by L∞

weak-(*)(0, T;M(Rd)). Since C0(R
d) is sepa-

rable Banach space, we have L∞

weak-(*)(0, T;M(Rd)) is the dual of L1(0, T; C0(R
d)).

We also observe that L∞

weak-(*)(0, T; L2 +M(Rd)) is the dual of L1(0, T; L2 ∩C0(R
d)).

We have introduced the total energy e in Section 1. For problems on the full
space Rd with far field conditions, it is convenient to consider a suitable form of
relative energy.

• We denote,

ekin =
1

2

|m|2
̺

and eint =
1

γ − 1
̺γ exp

(
S

cv̺

)
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and
e(̺, m, S) = eint(̺, S) + ekin(̺, m).

• Let (̺∞, m∞, S∞) ∈ R × Rd × R such that ̺∞ > 0. We define the relative
energy with respect to (̺∞, m∞, S∞)as,

e(̺, m, S|̺∞, m∞, S∞) = eint(̺, S|̺∞, S∞) + ekin(̺, m|̺∞, m∞),

with

eint(̺, S|̺∞, S∞) = eint(̺, S)− ∂eint

∂̺
(̺∞, S∞)(̺ − ̺∞)

− ∂eint

∂S
(̺∞, S∞)(S − S∞)− eint(̺∞, S∞)

and

ekin(̺, m|̺∞, m∞) =ekin(̺, m)− ∂ekin

∂̺
(̺∞, m∞)(̺ − ̺∞)

− ∂ekin

∂m
(̺∞, m∞) · (m − m∞)− ekin(̺∞, m∞).

Introducing the velocity fields u, u∞ as m = ̺u and m∞ = ̺∞u∞, respec-
tively we observe

ekin(̺, u|̺∞, u∞) =
1

2
̺|u − u∞|2.

• In a more precise notation we write

e(̺, m, S|̺∞, m∞, S∞)

= e(̺, m, S)− ∂e(̺∞, m∞, S∞) · [(̺, m, S)− (̺∞, m∞, S∞)]

− e(̺∞, m∞, S∞).

We introduce the following energy extension in Rd+2 :

(̺, m, S) 7→ e(̺, m, S) ≡






1
2
|m|2

̺ + cv̺γ exp

(
S

cv̺

)
, if ̺ > 0,

0, if ̺ = m = 0, S ≤ 0,

∞, otherwise

(2.1)

The above function is a convex lower semi-continuous on Rd+2 and strictly
convex on its domain of positivity.

Throughout our discussion we use C as a positive generic constant that is in-
dependent of n unless specified.
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2.2 Definition of the weak solution for complete Euler system

Definition 2.1. Let (̺∞, m∞, S∞) ∈ R × Rd × R such that ̺∞ > 0. The triplet
(̺, m, S) is called a weak solution of the complete Euler system with initial data
(̺0, m0, S0), if the following system of identities is satisfied:

• Measurability: The variables ̺ = ̺(t, x), m = m(t, x) S = S(t, x) are mea-
surable function in (0, T)× R

d, ̺ ≥ 0,

• Continuity equation:
ˆ T

0

ˆ

Rd

[
̺∂tφ + m · ∇xφ

]
dx dt = −

ˆ

Rd
̺0φ(0, ·) dx, (2.2)

for any φ ∈ C1
c ([0, T)× R

d).

• Momentum equation:
ˆ T

0

ˆ

Rd

[
m · ∂tϕϕϕ + 1{̺>0}

m ⊗ m

̺
: ∇xϕϕϕ + 1{̺>0}p(̺, S)divxϕϕϕ

]
dx dt

= −
ˆ

Rd
m0 · ϕϕϕ(0.·) dx,

(2.3)

for any ϕϕϕ ∈ C1
c ([0, T)× Rd; Rd).

• Relative energy inequality: The satisfaction of the far field conditions is en-
forced through the relative energy inequality in the following form :

[
ˆ

Rd
e(̺, m, S|̺∞, m∞, S∞) (τ, ·) dx

]τ=t

τ=0

≤ 0, (2.4)

for a.e. t ∈ (0, T).

• Entropy inequality:
ˆ T

0

ˆ

Rd

[
S ∂tφ + 1{̺>0}

S

̺
m · ∇xφ

]
dx dt ≤ 0, (2.5)

for any φ ∈ C1
c ((0, T)× Rd) with φ ≥ 0.

Note that the above definition of admissible weak solution is considerably
weaker than the standard weak formulation that contains also the energy balance
(1.3). The present setting is more in the spirit of more general measure–valued so-
lutions introduced in Březina, Feireisl [6]. As a matter of fact, considering weaker
concept of generalized solutions makes our results stronger as the standard weak
solutions are covered.

3 Approximate problem and Main theorems

As we have mentioned in the introduction our main results are related to the
approximate problems of the complete Euler system. Let (̺∞, m∞, S∞) ∈ R ×
Rd × R such that ̺∞ > 0.
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3.1 Approximate problems of complete Euler system

We say (̺n, mn, Sn = ̺nsn) is a family of admissible consistent approximate so-
lutions for the complete Euler system in (0, T)×R

d with initial data (̺0,n, m0,n, S0,n =
̺0,ns0,n) if the following holds:

• ̺n ≥ 0 and any φ ∈ C1
c ([0, T)× Rd) we have,

−
ˆ

Rd
̺0,nφ(0, ·) dx =

ˆ T

0

ˆ

Rd

[
̺n∂tφ + mn · ∇xφ

]
dx dt +

ˆ T

0
E1,n[φ] dt ;

(3.1)

• For any ϕϕϕ ∈ C1
c ([0, T)× Rd; Rd), we have

−
ˆ

Rd
m0,nϕϕϕ(0, ·) dx

=

ˆ T

0

ˆ

Rd

[
mn · ∂tϕϕϕ + 1{̺n>0}

mn ⊗ mn

̺n
: ∇xϕϕϕ + 1{̺n>0}p(̺n, Sn)divxϕϕϕ

]
dxdt

+

ˆ T

0
E2,n[ϕϕϕ] dt ;

(3.2)

• For a.e. 0 ≤ τ ≤ T, we have
ˆ

Rd
e(̺n, mn, Sn|̺∞, m∞, S∞)(τ) dx

≤
ˆ

Rd
e(̺0,n, m0,n, S0,n|̺∞, m∞, S∞) dx + E3,n;

(3.3)

• For any ψ ∈ C1
c ([0, T)× Rd) with ψ ≥ 0, we have

ˆ T

0

ˆ

Rd

[
Sn ∂tψ + 1{̺n>0}

Sn

̺n
mn · ∇xψ

]
dx dt

≤ −
ˆ

Rd
̺0,ns0,nψ(0, ·) dx +

ˆ T

0
E4,n[ψ] dt ;

(3.4)

• Here, the terms E1,n[φ], E2,n[ϕϕϕ], E3,n and E4,n[ψ] represent consistency error,
i.e.,

E3,n, E4,n[ψ] ≥ 0

and

E1,n[φ] → 0, E2,n[ϕϕϕ] → 0, E3,n → 0 and E4,n[ψ] → 0 as n → ∞, (3.5)

for fixed φ, ϕϕϕ and ψ(≥ 0).
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Instead of (3.4), a renormalized version of entropy inequality for approximate
problem can be considered:

ˆ T

0

ˆ

Rd

[
̺nχ(sn) ∂tψ + χ(sn)mn · ∇xψ

]
dx dt ≤ −

ˆ

Rd
̺0,nχ(s0,n)ψ(0, ·) dx,

(3.6)

for any ψ ∈ C1
c ([0, T)× Rd) with ψ ≥ 0 and any χ and χ̄ ∈ R+ with

χ : R → R a non–decreasing concave function, χ(s) ≤ χ̄ for all s ∈ R.

Remark 3.1. Clearly one can recover the inequality (3.4) without error from the
(3.6). Further, consideration of renormalized entropy inequality (3.6) leads us to
conclude that the entropy is transported along streamlines, see Březina and Feireisl
[6]. We rephrase it by saying the minimal principle for entropy holds, i.e.

for s0 ∈ R, if sn(0, ·) ≥ s0 then sn(τ, ·) ≥ s0 in R
d for a.e. 0 ≤ τ ≤ T. (3.7)

Remark 3.2. It has been shown in [6] that approximate solutions comes from Navier-
Stokes-Fourier system may not satisfy renormalized version of entropy balance
(3.6), they only satisfy (3.4). While solutions coming from Brenner’s model satisfy
(3.6).

From now on we refer as follows:

• First approximation problem : Approximate solutions satisfy (3.1)-(3.5);

• Second approximation problem : Approximate solutions satisfy (3.1)-(3.3)
(3.5), and (3.6).

3.2 Hypothesis on the initial data

We assume that initial density is non-negative and initial relative energy is uni-
formly bounded, i.e.

̺0,n ≥ 0 and

ˆ

Rd
e(̺0,n, m0,n, S0,n|̺∞, m∞, S∞) dx ≤ E0 (3.8)

with E0 is independent of n. As the relative energy is strictly convex in its domain,
we obtain

̺0,n − ̺∞ ∈ L2 + L1(Rd) and ̺0,n ⇀ ̺0 in M+
loc(R

d) as n → ∞ (3.9)

passing to a subsequence as the case may be.
This is enough for the first approximation problem but the second approximation
problem needs some additional assumption that the initial entropy is bounded
below i.e. for some s0 ∈ R we have

s0,n ≥ s0 in R
d, for all n ∈ N. (3.10)
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3.3 Main theorem

Before stating our main results, we observe that hypothesis (3.8) shared by both
approximate problems yields uniform bounds

̺n − ̺∞, Sn − S∞ ∈ L∞(0, T; L1 + L2(Rd)), mn − m∞ ∈ L∞(0, T; L1 + L2(Rd)).

In particular, passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that the se-
quence (̺n, mn, Sn) generates a Young measure {Vt,x}t∈(0,T)×Rd , as described in

Ball [1]. We denote

(̺(t, x), m(t, x), S(t, x)) = (〈Vt,x; ˜̺〉, 〈Vt,x; m̃〉, 〈Vt,x; S̃〉).
We also observe that

(̺, m, S) ∈ L∞

weak(*)(0, T; L1
loc(R

d)).

As we have noticed that the fundamental difference of two approximate problem
is the minimal condition for entropy. Here we will state the main theorems.

Theorem 3.3 (First approximation problem). Let d = 2, 3 and γ > 1. Let (̺n, mn, Sn =
̺nsn) be a sequence of admissible solutions of the consistent approximation with uni-
formly bounded initial energy as in (3.8) and the initial densities satisfying (3.9). Suppose
that the barycenter (̺, m, S) of the Young measure generated by the sequence (̺n, mn, Sn)
is an admissible weak solution of the complete Euler system satisfying

̺(0, x) = ̺0(x), S(t, x) = 0 whenever ̺(t, x) = 0 for a.e. (t, x) ∈ (0, T)× R
d.
(3.11)

Then

̺n → ̺ in Lq(0, T; L1
loc(R

d)), mn → m in Lq(0, T; L1
loc(R

d; R
d)),

Sn → S for a.e. (t, x) ∈ (0, T)× R
d,

for any 1 ≤ q < ∞. Moreover, passing to a subsequence as the case may be, we have

̺n → ̺, mn → m and Sn → S for a.e.(t, x) ∈ (0, T)× R
d. (3.12)

Theorem 3.4 (Second approximation problem). Let d = 2, 3 and γ > 1. Let
(̺n, mn, Sn = ̺nsn) be a sequence of admissible solutions of the consistent approxima-
tion with initial energy satisfying (3.8) and the initial entropy satisfying (3.10). Suppose,

̺n → ̺ in D′((0, T)× R
d), mn → m in D′((0, T)× R

d; R
d),

Sn → S in D′((0, T)× R
d),

(3.13)

where (̺, m, S) is a weak solution of the complete Euler system.
Then

e(̺n, mn, Sn|̺∞, m∞, S∞) → e(̺, m, S|̺∞, m∞, S∞) in Lq(0, T; L1
loc(R

d))

as n → ∞ for any 1 ≤ q < ∞. Moreover,

̺n → ̺ in Lq(0, T; L
γ
loc(R

d)), mn → m in Lq(0, T; L
2γ

γ+1

loc (Rd; R
d))

Sn → S in Lq(0, T; L
γ
loc(R

d)),

for any 1 ≤ q < ∞.
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4 Essential results

As is well known, uniformly bounded sequence in L1(Rd) does not imply, in
general, weak convergence of it. Using the fact that L1(Rd) is continuously em-
bedded in space of Radon measures M(Rd) and identification of M(Rd) with the
dual of C0(R

d) provides some weak(*) compactness. On the other hand by Cha-
con’s biting limit theorem characterizes that the limit measure concentrate in some
subsets of Rd with small Lebesgue measure and other than this small sets the limit
is a L1 function.

4.1 Concentration defect measure

In this section we will establish few results. Let Un : R
d → R

m such that

Un = Vn + Wn with ‖Vn‖L2(Rd;Rm) + ‖Wn‖L1(Rd;Rm) ≤ C,

C is independent of n. Fundamental theorem of Young measure as in [1] ensures
the existence of a Young measure ν ∈ L∞

weak-(*)(R
d;M(Rd; Rm)), generated by

{Un}n∈N. Further we have y 7→
〈
νy, Ũ

〉
in L1

loc(R
d).

It is well known fact that L1(Rd; Rm) ⊂ M(Rd; Rm). We can conclude that as
n → ∞,

Vn → V, weakly in L2(Rd; R
m),

Wn → µW, weak(*)ly in M(Rd; R
m).

We define U = V + µW. Clearly U ∈ D′(Rd; Rm).

Definition 4.1. The quantity CU = U − {y 7→ 〈νy; Ũ〉} has been termed as concen-
tration defect measure.

Here we state a result that gives us the comparison of defect for two different
nonlinearities.

Lemma 4.2. Suppose Un : Q(⊂ Rd) → Rm and E : Rm → [0, ∞] is a lower semi-
continuous function,

E(U) ≥ |U| as |U| → ∞, (4.1)

and let G : Rm → Rn be a continuous function such that

lim sup
|U|→∞

|G(U)| < lim inf
|U|→∞

E(U). (4.2)

Let {Un}∞

n=1 be a family of measurable functions,

ˆ

Q
E(Un) dy ≤ 1.

Then
E(U)−

〈
νy; E(Ũ)

〉
≥

∣∣∣G(U)−
〈

νy; G(Ũ)
〉∣∣∣ . (4.3)
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Remark 4.3. Here E(U) ∈ M+(Q) and G(U) ∈ M(Q; Rn) are the corresponding
weak(*) limits and ν denotes the Young measure generated by {Un}. The inequal-
ity (4.3) should be understood as

E(U)−
〈

νy; E(Ũ)
〉
−

(
G(U)−

〈
νy; G(Ũ)

〉)
· ξ ≥ 0

for any ξ ∈ Rn, |ξ| = 1.

Proof. The result was proved for continuous functions E, G, see Lemma 2.1[17]. To
extend it to the class of lower semi-continuous functions like E, we first observe
that there is a sequence of continuous functions Fn ∈ C(Rm) such that

0 ≤ Fn ≤ E, Fn ր E.

In view of (4.2), there exists R > 0 such that

|G(U)| < E(U) whenever |U| > R.

Consider a function

T : C∞(Rm), 0 ≤ T ≤ 1, T(U) = 0 for |U| ≤ R, T(U) = 1 for |U| ≥ R + 1.

Finally, we construct a sequence

En(U) = T(U)max{|G(U)|; Fn(U)}.

We have

0 ≤ En(U) ≤ E(U), En(U) ≥ |G(U)| for all |U| ≥ R + 1.

Applying Lemma 2.1 in [17] we get

En(U)−
〈

νy; En(Ũ)
〉
≥

∣∣∣G(U)−
〈

νy; G(Ũ)
〉∣∣∣

for any n. Thus the proof reduces to showing

En(U)−
〈

νy; En(Ũ)
〉
≤ E(U)−

〈
νy; E(Ũ)

〉
,

or, in other words, to showing

H(U)−
〈

νy; H(Ũ)
〉
≥ 0 whenever H : Rm → [0, ∞] is an l.s.c function.

Repeating the above arguments, we construct a sequence

0 ≤ Hn ≤ H of bounded continuous functions, Hn ր H.

Consequently,

0 ≤ H(U)− Hn(U) = H(U)−
〈

νy; Hn(Ũ)
〉
→ H(U)−

〈
νy; H(Ũ)

〉

as n → ∞.
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4.2 Consequences of finiteness of a concentration defect

Feireisl and Hofmanová in [18] Proposition 4.1 have been proved the following
proposition:

Proposition 4.4. Let D ∈ M+(Rd; Rd×d
sym ) satisfy

ˆ

Rd
∇xϕϕϕ : dD = 0 for any ϕϕϕ ∈ C1

c (R
d; R

d),

Then D = 0.

The key ingredient of the proof is the consideration of the sequence of cut off
function {χn}n∈N such that

χn ∈ C∞
c (Rd), 0 ≤ χn ≤ 1, χn(x) = 1 for |x| ≤ n, χn(x) = 0 for |x| ≥ 2n,

|∇xχn| ≤
2

n
uniformly as n → ∞.

(4.4)

That leads us to conclude the next result,

Corollary 4.5. Let D = {Dij}d
i,j=1 ∈ L∞

weak-(*)((0, T;M(Rd; Rd×d)) be such that

ˆ T

0

ˆ

Rd
∇xφ : dD dt = 0

for any φ ∈ D((0, T)× Rd; Rd).
Then, for any ψ ∈ C∞

c (0, T; C1(Rd; R
d)), ∇xψ ∈ C∞

c (0, T; L∞(Rd; R
d×d)), we have

ˆ T

0

ˆ

Rd
∇xψ : dD dt = 0.

Here we state a lemma that is quite similar to above proposition. The difference
here is instead of matrix valued measure we consider vector valued measure.

Lemma 4.6. Let D = {Di}d
i=1 ∈ L∞

weak-(*)((0, T;M(Rd; Rd)) be such that

ˆ T

0

ˆ

Rd
∇xφ · dD dt = 0, for any φ ∈ D((0, T)× R

d).

Then, for any ψ ∈ C∞
c (0, T; C1(Rd) ∩ W1,∞(Rd)), ∇xψ ∈ L∞(Rd; Rd) , we have

ˆ T

0

ˆ

Rd
∇xψ · dD dt = 0.

4.3 Convergence result

Here we state two convergence results.

Lemma 4.7. Let {vn}n∈N, vn : Rd → Rm, {vn}n∈N bounded in L1
loc(R

d, ; Rm), gener-
ate a Young measure ν. Suppose v(y) = 〈νy; ṽ〉 is the barycenter of the Young measure

and νy = δv(y) for a.e. y ∈ Rd, then vn → v in measure.
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Lemma 4.8. Let Q ⊂ Rd be a bounded domain, and let {vn}∞

n=1 be sequence of vector–
valued functions,

vn : Q → Rk,

ˆ

Q
|vn| ≤ c uniformly for n → ∞,

generating a Young measure νy ∈ P [Rk ], y ∈ Q. Suppose that

E(vn) →
〈

νy; E(ṽ)
〉

weak(*)ly in M(Q),
〈
νy; E(ṽ)

〉
∈ L1(Q),

where E : Rd → [0, ∞] is an l.s.c. function.
Then

E(vn) →
〈
νy; E(ṽ)

〉
weakly in L1(Q).

Proof. Enough to prove the equi-integrability of {E(vn)}n∈N. A detailed proof is
in [20].

5 Convergence of approximate solutions from the first

approximation problem

In this section our main goal is to prove the Theorem 3.3. In the formulation of
problem we consider that the approximate solutions satisfy weak form of entropy
inequality only. We are unable to establish the minimal principle for entropy. Now
using (2.1) and convexity of relative energy, we have

e(̺, m, S|̺∞, m∞, S∞) ≥





(̺ − ̺∞)2 + |m − m∞|2 + (S − S∞)2

if
̺∞

2 ≤ ̺ ≤ 2̺∞ and |S| ≤ 2|S∞|,
|̺ − ̺∞|+ |m − m∞|+ |S − S∞|,

otherwise.

(5.1)

5.1 Uniform Bounds

From our assumption on initial data (3.8) we obtain

‖e(̺n, mn, Sn|̺∞, m∞, S∞)‖L∞(0,T;L1(Rd)) ≤ C. (5.2)

Hence, uniform relative energy bound (5.1) and (5.2) imply

‖̺n − ̺∞‖L∞(0,T;L1+L2(Rd)) +
∥∥mn − m∞

∥∥
L∞(0,T;L1+L2(Rd;Rd))

+ ‖Sn − S∞‖L∞(0,T;L1+L2(Rd)) ≤ C.
(5.3)

5.2 Defect measures for state variables ̺, m and S

Let us consider Zn = (̺n, mn, Sn). From (5.3) we conclude that the sequence
{Zn}n∈N is bounded in L∞(0, T; L1

loc(R
d; Rd+2)). Thus using the fundamental the-

orem of Young measure as in Ball [1] we ensure the existence of V generated by
{Zn}n∈N and

V ∈ L∞

weak-(*)((0, T)× Rd;P(R × R
d × R)).
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On the other hand, we obtain

̺n − ̺∞ → ̺ − ̺∞ as n → ∞ weak-(*)ly in L∞

weak-(*)(0, T; L2 +M(Rd)).

We introduce the defect measure

C̺ = ̺ − {(t, x) 7→ 〈Vt,x; ˜̺〉}

and obtain, by virtue of Lemma 4.2, C̺ ∈ L∞

weak-(*)(0, T;M(Rd)).

Similarly for the sequences {(mn − m∞)}n∈N and {(Sn − S∞)}n∈N, we define the
corresponding concentration defect measures as:

Cm = m − {(t, x) 7→ 〈Vt,x; m̃〉} and CS = S − {(t, x) 7→ 〈Vt,x; S̃〉}.

Using the fact ̺n ≥ 0 we can conclude

C̺ ∈ L∞

weak-(*)(0, T;M+(Rd)).

We denote the barycenter of the Young measure as (̺, m, S) i.e.

(̺(t, x), m(t, x), S(t, x))

= ({(t, x) 7→ 〈Vt,x; ˜̺〉}, {(t, x) 7→ 〈Vt,x; m̃〉}, {(t, x) 7→ 〈Vt,x; S̃〉}).

Remark 5.1. As pointed out by Ball and Murat in [2], this baycenter coincides with
the biting limit of the sequence {Zn}n∈N.

5.3 Defect measures from non-linear terms

5.3.1 Relative energy defect

We recall L∞

weak-(*)(0, T;M(Rd)) is the dual of L1(0, T; C0(R
d)) and relative en-

ergy is uniformly bounded (5.2). Passing to a suitable subsequence we obtain

e(̺n, mn, Sn|̺∞, m∞, S∞) → e(̺, m, S|̺∞, m∞, S∞) in L∞

weak-(*)(0, T;M(Rd)).

We introduce defect measures:

• Concentration defect:
R

cd = e(̺, m, S|̺∞, m∞, S∞)− 〈Vt,x; e( ˜̺, m̃, S̃|̺∞, m∞, S∞)〉,

• Oscillation defect:
R

od = 〈Vt,x; e( ˜̺, m̃, S̃|̺∞, m∞, S∞)〉 − e(̺, m, S|̺∞, m∞, S∞),

• Total relative energy defect:
R = R

cd +R
od.

Remark 5.2. As a direct consequence of (5.1) and Lemma 4.2 we obtain

‖C̺‖L∞(0,T;M(Rd)) ≤ ‖R‖L∞(0,T;M(Rd)).

Similarly, we have

‖|Cm|‖L∞(0,T;M(Rd)) + ‖|CS|‖L∞(0,T;M(Rd)) ≤ ‖R‖L∞(0,T;M(Rd)).
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5.3.2 Finiteness of energy defect

The definition of relative energy and (5.2) imply

‖e(̺n, mn, Sn)− e(̺∞, m∞, S∞)‖L∞(0,T;L2+L1(Rd)) ≤ C.

In particular, we conclude

e(̺n, mn, Sn)− e(̺∞, m∞, S∞) → e(̺, m, S)− e(̺∞, m∞, S∞)

weak(*)ly in L∞

weak-(*)((0, T; L2 +M(Rd)).

Next we state a lemma that concludes the finiteness of the energy defect

Lemma 5.3. Consider Reng = e(̺, m, S)− e(̺, m, S). Then Reng ∈ L∞(0, T;M(Rd))

with Reng(t)(Rd) < ∞ for a.e. t ∈ (0, T).

Proof. We observe that

e(̺n, mnSn)− e(̺, m, S)

= e(̺n, mn, Sn|̺∞, m∞, S∞)− e(̺, m, S|̺∞, m∞, S∞)

+ ∂e(̺∞, m∞, S∞) · (̺n − ̺, mn − m, Sn − S)

From the above discussion along with Remark 5.2 we prove the result.

Remark 5.4. In particular we have

R = Reng − ∂e(̺∞, m∞, S∞) · (C̺,Cm,CS).

Remark 5.5. Convexity and lower semi-continuity of the map (̺, m, S) 7→ e((̺, m, S))
implies that

Reng ∈ L∞

weak-(*)((0, T;M+(Rd)).

5.3.3 Defect measures of the non-linear terms in momentum equation

In approximate momentum equation we notice the presence of two non-linear
terms 1̺n>0

mn⊗mn
̺n

and 1̺n>0p(̺n, Sn). We observe that

∥∥∥∥1̺n>0
mn ⊗ mn

̺n
− m∞ ⊗ m∞

̺∞

∥∥∥∥
L∞(0,T;L2+L1(Rd;Rd×d))

≤ C.

Thus we consider the concentration defectC
eng,cd
m1

and the oscillation defect C
eng,od
m1

as

C
eng,cd
m1

=
m ⊗ m

̺
−

〈
Vt,x;

m̃ ⊗ m̃

˜̺

〉

and

C
eng,od
m1

=

〈
Vt,x;

m̃ ⊗ m̃

˜̺

〉
− 1̺>0

m ⊗ m

̺
.
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Similarly for the pressure term we define

C
eng,cd
m2

= p(̺, S)I −
〈
Vt,x; p( ˜̺, S̃)I

〉

and

C
eng,od
m2

=
〈
Vt,x; p( ˜̺, S̃)I

〉
− p(̺, S)I.

We consider the total defect as Ceng = C
eng,cd
m1

+ C
eng,od
m1

+ C
eng,cd
m2

+ C
eng,od
m2

.

For any ξ ∈ Rd, the function

[̺, m] 7→






|m·ξ|2
̺ if ̺ > 0,

0, if ̺ = m = 0,

∞, otherwise

(5.4)

is convex lower semi-continuous. By virtue of (5.4) we conclude

Ceng ∈ L∞

weak-(*)((0, T;M+(Rd; R
d×d
sym)).

5.3.4 Comparison of defect measures trace(Ceng) and Reng

With the help of the following relation

trace

(
m ⊗ m

̺

)
=

|m|2
̺

and trace

(
̺γ exp

(
S

cv̺

)
I

)
= d̺γ exp

(
S

cv̺

)

we conclude the existence of Λ1, Λ2 > 0 such that

Λ1Reng ≤ trace(Ceng) ≤ Λ2Reng. (5.5)

5.4 Limit passage and proof of the theorem 3.3

Note that the main goal here is to pass the limit in continuity equations and
momentum equation.

5.4.1 Continuity equation

We perform the passage of limit in approximate continuity equation (3.1) and
obtain

ˆ T

0

ˆ

Rd

[
∂tφ d̺(t) +∇xφ · dm

]
dt = 0,

for φ ∈ C1
c ((0, T)× Rd). In a more suitable notation we write

ˆ T

0

ˆ

Rd

[
̺∂tφ + m · ∇xφ

]
dx dt +

ˆ T

0

ˆ

Rd

[
∂tφ dC̺ +∇xφ · dCm

]
dt = 0, (5.6)
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for φ ∈ C1
c ((0, T)× Rd). Further we prove that

̺ ∈ Cweak(*)([0, T]; L2 +M(Rd)).

Using (3.9) we conclude
ˆ

K
̺0ψ dx =

ˆ

K
ψd(̺(0)), (5.7)

for K ⊂ Rd, K compact and ψ ∈ Cc(K).

5.4.2 Local equi-integrability of {̺n}n∈N and {mn}n∈N

We assume the triplet (̺, m, S) is a weak solution of complete Euler system
with initial data (̺0, m0, S0), i.e. equation of continuity reads as

ˆ T

0

ˆ

Rd

[
̺∂tφ + m · ∇xφ

]
dx dt = −

ˆ

Rd
̺0φ(0, ·) dx, (5.8)

for any φ ∈ C1
c ([0, T)×Rd). Eventually ̺ ∈ L1

loc((0, T)×Rd) and m ∈ L1
loc((0, T)×

Rd; Rd) yield
ˆ

K
̺0ψ dx =

ˆ

K
̺(0, ·)ψ dx, (5.9)

for K compact subset of Rd and ψ ∈ Cc(K).
On the other hand (5.8) along with (5.6) imply

∂tC̺ + divxCm = 0

in the sense of distributions in (0, T)×Rd. Using the fact C̺ ∈ L∞

weak-(*)((0, T;M(Rd))

and Cm ∈ L∞

weak-(*)((0, T;M(Rd; R
d)) we write the above relation as,

ˆ T

0

ˆ

Rd
∂tφ dC̺ dt +

ˆ T

0

ˆ

Rd
∇xφ · dCm dt = 0, for φ ∈ D((0, T)× R

d).

We consider φ(t, x) = η(t)ψ(x) with η ∈ D(0, T) and ψ ∈ D(Rd). We rewrite the
above equation as

ˆ T

0

(
ˆ

Rd
ψ dC̺

)
η′(t) dt +

ˆ T

0

(
ˆ

Rd
∇xψ · dCm

)
η(t) dt = 0.

Now using lemma (4.6) we observe that, for η ∈ D(0, T) and ψ ∈ C1(Rd) we have

ˆ T

0

(
ˆ

Rd
ψ dC̺

)
η′(t) dt +

ˆ T

0

(
ˆ

Rd
∇xψ · dCm

)
η(t) dt = 0.

Considering ψ = 1 we obtain

ˆ T

0

(
ˆ

Rd
dC̺

)
η′(t) dt = 0.
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Here we can conclude that t 7→
´

Rd dC̺(t) is absolutely continuous in (0, T) with
is distributional derivative 0.
(5.7) and (5.9) lead us to conclude C̺(0, ·) = 0 in Rd. This implies,

ˆ

Rd
dC̺(t) = 0 for t ∈ (0, T).

Hence we conclude C̺ = 0 for a.e. t ∈ (0, T).

Let B ⊂ (0, T)×R
d be a bounded Borel set. Since ̺n ≥ 0 and C̺ = 0 , we conclude

that {̺n}n∈N is equi-integrable in B.

We have mn =
√

̺n
mn√

̺n
and |mn|2

̺n
is bounded in L1(B). As a consequence of

that we conclude {mn}n∈N is equi-integrable in B.

5.4.3 Momentum equation with defect

Now passing to limit in the momentum equation (3.2), it holds that

ˆ T

0

ˆ

Rd

[
m · ∂tϕϕϕ + 1{̺>0}

m ⊗ m

̺
: ∇xϕϕϕ + 1{̺>0}p(̺, S)divxϕϕϕ

]
dx dt

+

ˆ T

0

ˆ

Rd
∇xϕϕϕ : dCeng = 0,

(5.10)

for ϕϕϕ ∈ Cc((0, T)× Rd; Rd).

5.4.4 Almost everywhere convergence

From our assumption that barycenter of the Young measure solves complete
Euler system weakly implies

ˆ

Rd
∇xφ : dCeng = 0 for any φ ∈ C1

c (R
d; R

d) for a.e. t ∈ (0, T).

Using Proposition 4.4 we conclude Ceng = 0. Comparison of the defect measure
implies Reng = 0.
As a consequence of theorem 4.8 we have

e(̺n, mn, Sn) → e(̺, m, S) weakly in L1(B). (5.11)

Hence we deduce that

e(̺, m, S) = 〈Vt,x; e( ˜̺, m̃, S̃)〉 = e(̺, m, S) in B.

Since e is convex and strictly convex in it’s domain of positivity, we use a sharp
form of Jensen’s inequality as described in Lemma 3.1, [18] to conclude that either,

Vt,x = δ{̺(t,x),m(t,x),S(t,x)}
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or,

supp[V ] ⊂ {[ ˜̺, m̃, S̃]| ˜̺ = 0, m̃ = 0, S̃ ≤ 0}.

Recall our assumption (3.11), i.e.

S(t, x) = 0 whenever ̺(t, x) = 0 for a.e. (t, x) ∈ (0, T)× R
d.

It implies Vt,x = δ{̺(t,x),m(t,x),S(t,x)}. From Lemma 4.7 we conclude {̺n, mn, Sn}
converges to (̺, m, S) in measure. Passing to a suitable subsequence we obtain

̺n → ̺, mn → m and Sn → S a.e. in (0, T)× R
d. (5.12)

6 Convergence of approximate solutions from second

approximation problem

In this section our goal is to provide a proof of the theorem (3.4). From our
formulation of the second approximation problem and hypothesis on the initial
data (3.10) we can deduce the minimum principle for entropy(3.7), i.e., sn ≥ s0. This
helps us to achieve a finer estimate for the relative energy compared to (5.1), that
reads

e(̺, m, S|̺∞, m∞, S∞) ≥





(̺ − ̺∞)2 + |m − m∞|2 + (s − s∞)2

if
̺∞

2 ≤ ̺ ≤ 2̺∞, and |S| ≤ 2|S∞|,
(1 + ̺γ) + m2

̺ + (1 + Sγ),

otherwise

(6.1)

One can find a detailed discussion about the above statement in Breit et al. [5].
Without loss of generality we assume s0 ≥ 0, otherwise we need to do a re-scaling
by defining total entropy Sn=̺n(sn − s0).

6.1 Uniform bounds

We assume initial relative energy is uniformly bounded in (3.8). It implies

‖e(̺n, mn, Sn|̺∞, m∞, S∞)‖L∞(0,T;L1(Ω)) ≤ C.

This along with (6.1) gives us

‖̺n − ̺∞‖L∞(0,T;Lγ+L2(Rd)) ≤ C,
∥∥mn − m∞

∥∥
L∞(0,T;L

2γ
γ+1 +L2(Rd))

≤ C. (6.2)

Finally recalling the total entropy Sn we have

‖Sn − S∞‖L∞(0,T;Lγ+L2(Rd)) ≤ C,
∥∥∥∥

Sn√
̺n

∥∥∥∥
L∞(0,T;L2γ(Ω))

≤ C.
(6.3)
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6.2 Weak Convergence

From (6.2) and (6.3) we observe

̺n − ̺∞ → ̺ − ̺∞ weak(*)ly in L∞(0, T; Lγ + L2(Rd)),

mn − m∞ → m − m∞ weak(*)ly in L∞(0, T; L
2γ

γ+1 + L2(Rd)),

Sn − S∞ → S − S∞ weak(*)ly in L∞(0, T; Lγ + L2(Rd)),

passing to suitable subsequences as the case may be. Here also one can consider a
Young measure V generated by (̺n, mn, Sn) such that

V ∈ L∞

weak-(*)((0, T)× Ω;P(Rd+2)). (6.4)

Since Young measures capture the weak limit we obtain

(̺(t, x), m(t, x), S(t, x))

= ({(t, x) 7→ 〈Vt,x; ˜̺〉}, {(t, x) 7→ 〈Vt,x; m̃〉}, {(t, x) 7→ 〈Vt,x; S̃〉}).

6.3 Defect measure

Unlike Section 5, here we have the presence of a defect measure only in non
linear terms.

6.3.1 Relative energy defect

We know
L∞(0, T; L1(Rd)) ⊂ L∞

weak-(*)(0, T;M(Rd)).

In addition, L∞

weak-(*)(0, T;M(Rd)) is the dual of L1(0, T; C0(R
d)), hence passing to

a suitable subsequence we obtain,

e(̺n, mn, Sn|̺∞, m∞, S∞) → e(̺, m, S|̺∞, m∞, S∞) in L∞

weak-(*)(0, T;M(Rd)).

In particular we say

ekin(̺n, mn|̺∞, m∞) → ekin(̺, m|̺∞, m∞) in L∞

weak-(*)(0, T;M(Rd))

and
eint(̺n, Sn|̺∞, S∞) → eint(̺, S|̺∞, S∞) in L∞

weak-(*)(0, T;M(Rd)).

Using convexity and lower semi-continuity we have,

Re =

(
ekin(̺, m|̺∞, m∞)−

(
1

2
1{̺>0}

|m|2
̺

− m · u∞ +
1

2
̺|u∞|2

))

+

(
eint(̺, S|̺∞, S∞)−

(
1{̺>0}eint(̺, S)− ∂eint

∂̺
(̺∞, S∞)(̺ − ̺∞)

− ∂eint

∂S
(̺∞, S∞)(S − S∞)− eint(̺∞, S∞)

))
∈ L∞

weak-(*)(0, T;M+(Rd)).

(6.5)
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6.3.2 Defects from the non linear terms in momentum equation

We consider a map C(·, ·|̺∞, u∞) : R × Rd → Rd×d as

C(̺, u|̺∞, u∞) = ̺(u − u∞)⊗ (u − u∞).

Let, ξ ∈ R
d, then with the help of m = ̺u and m∞ = ̺∞u∞, we conclude that the

map

(̺, m) 7→ C(̺, m|̺∞, m∞) : (ξ ⊗ ξ)

is a convex function. We have

mn ⊗ mn

̺n
= C(̺n, mn|̺∞, u∞) + mn ⊗ u∞ + u∞ ⊗ mn − ̺nu∞ ⊗ u∞,

with
‖C(̺n, un|̺∞, u∞)‖L∞(0,T;L1(Rd;Rd×d)) ≤ C.

It implies

C(̺n, mn|̺∞, u∞) → C(̺, m|̺∞, u∞) weakly in L∞

weak-(*)(0, T;M(Rd; R
d×d
sym)).

Define,

Rm1
= C(̺, m|̺∞, u∞)−

[
1

2

m ⊗ m

̺
− m ⊗ u∞ − u∞ ⊗ m + ̺u∞ ⊗ u∞

]
(6.6)

Similarly we define a map P(·, ·|̺∞, S∞) : R × R → Rd×d such that

P(̺, S|̺∞, S∞)

=

(
p(̺, S)− ∂p

∂̺
(̺∞, S∞)(̺ − ̺∞)− ∂p

∂S
(̺∞, S∞)(S − S∞)− p(̺∞, S∞)

)
I.

We define the defect measure

Rm2 = P(̺, S|̺∞, S∞)− P(̺, S|̺∞, S∞). (6.7)

Using (5.4) we conclude,

Rm = Rm1
+Rm2 ∈ L∞

weak-(*)(0, T;M+(Rd; R
d×d
sym) (6.8)

6.3.3 Comparison of defect measures

There exists scalars Λ1, Λ2 > 0 such that

Λ1Re ≤ trace(Rm) ≤ Λ2Re. (6.9)

Remark 6.1. Clearly one can notice that here we do not need to define energy
defect separately like section 5. Basically weak convergence of the state variables
imply that the energy defect coincides with relative energy defect.
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6.4 Passage of limit

Now we pass limit in the equations of approximate solutions and obtain

Equation of continuity:

ˆ T

0

ˆ

Rd

[
̺∂tφ + m · ∇xφ

]
dx dt = 0, (6.10)

for any φ ∈ C1
c ((0, T)× Rd).

Momentum equation with defect:

ˆ T

0

ˆ

Rd

[
m · ∂tϕϕϕ + 1{̺>0}

m ⊗ m

̺
: ∇xϕϕϕ + 1{̺>0} p(̺, S)divxϕϕϕ

]
dx dt

+

ˆ T

0

ˆ

Rd
∇xϕϕϕ : dRm = 0,

(6.11)

for any ϕϕϕ ∈ C1
c ((0, T)× Rd; Rd).

Relative energy:

e(̺, m, S|̺∞, m∞, S∞) = e(̺, m, S|̺∞, m∞, S∞) +Re. (6.12)

6.5 Proof of the Theorem 3.4

6.5.1 Disappearance of defect measures

We assume the triplet (̺, m, S) is a weak solution of complete Euler system. It
implies

ˆ T

0

ˆ

Rd
∇xϕϕϕ : dRm = 0,

for any ϕϕϕ ∈ C1
c ([0, T] × Rd; Rd). Thus applying Proposition (4.4) we conclude

Rm = 0. Finally using (6.9) we obtain Re = 0.
Thus we also have,

e(̺n, mn, Sn|̺∞, m∞, S∞) → e(̺, m, S|̺∞, m∞, S∞)

weak(*)ly in L∞

weak-(*)(0, T;M(Rd)).
(6.13)

6.5.2 Almost everywhere convergence

Let B ⊂ (0, T)× Rd be a compact set. Recall the Young measure generated by
{(̺n, mn, Sn)}n∈N is V . From Re = 0 we infer that

〈
Vt,x; e( ˜̺, m̃, S̃|̺∞, m∞, S∞)

〉
= e(̺, m, S|̺∞, m∞, S∞) for a.e. (0, T)× R

d.
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We already have weak(*) convergence of {e(̺n, mn, Sn|̺∞, m∞, S∞)}n∈N, using
Lemma (4.8) we deduce that

e(̺n, mn, Sn|̺∞, m∞, S∞) → e(̺, m, S|̺∞, m∞, S∞) weakly in L1(B). (6.14)

Now convexity of e(·|̺∞, m∞, S∞) and Theorem 2.11 from Feireisl [15] helps us to
conclude

̺n → ̺, mn → m and Sn → S a.e. in B. (6.15)

6.5.3 Local strong convergence

We have {e(̺n, mn, Sn|̺∞, m∞, S∞)}n∈N is equi-integrable in B, in particular
{eint(̺n, Sn)}n∈N is equi-integrable in B. As a trivial consequence we obtain
{(̺γ

n , S
γ
n)}n∈N is also equi-integrable. Above statement along with almost every-

where convergence gives

̺
γ
n → ̺γ and S

γ
n → Sγweakly in L1(B).

It implies

ˆ

B
̺

γ
n dx dt →

ˆ

B
̺γ dx dt and

ˆ

B
S

γ
n dx dt →

ˆ

B
Sγ dx dt . (6.16)

These concludes the norm convergence i.e.,

|̺n|Lγ(B) → |̺|Lγ(B).

Now weak convergence and norm convergence implies the strong convergence.

̺n → ̺ in Lγ(B).

Similarly, for the total entropy we also obtain,

Sn → S in Lγ(B).

To prove strong convergence of {mn}n∈N, first we consider hn ≡ mn√
̺n

. We have

hn → h weakly in L2(B; R
d), for some h ∈ L2(B).

We already have

mn → m weakly in L1(B; R
d).

Strong convergence of ̺n implies

√
̺nhn = mn → m =

√
̺h weakly in L1(B; R

d).

We observe that the set {(t, x) ∈ B|̺(t, x) = 0, m(t, x) 6= 0} is of zero Lebesgue
measure. Thus we conclude,

mn√
̺n

→ 1{̺>0}
m√

̺
weakly in L2(B; R

d)
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Using the fact
ˆ

B

|mn|2
̺n

dx dt →
ˆ

B
1{̺>0}

|m|2
̺

dx dt

and strong convergence of {̺n}{n∈N} implies

mn → m in L1(B; R
d). (6.17)

Since ̺ ∈ Lγ(B) we deduce that

mn → m in L
2γ

γ+1 (B; R
d).

Relative energy is positive, lower semi-continuous and convex function. It implies

e(̺n, mn, Sn|̺∞, m∞, S∞) → e(̺, m, S|̺∞, m∞, S∞) in L1(B).

We invoke the bounds (6.2) and (6.3) to conclude our desired strong convergences
as stated in theorem.
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